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Architecture around the World
In Newark, Ohio, the employees of the Longaberger Basket Company work in a seven-story version of their product. The giant basket is 59 meters (192 ft) long by 38 meters (126 ft) wide at the base and 63 meters (208 ft) long by 43 meters (142 ft) wide at the top. Its handles weigh approximately 150 tons.
Most unusual buildings in Europe, top 15 architectural wonders
The 16 Best Architecture Projects of the 21st Century (So Far) We asked leading practitioners to share their picks of the best projects of the past 16 years. The following is a curated list of architectural projects, both big and small, that have helped to define the cityscape of the new millennium.
50 Iconic Buildings Around the World You Need to See ...
Designed by Santiago Calatrava, the Turning Torso is the tallest residential building in all of Sweden. From the bottom to the top, the building twists a full 90 degrees. (Source: Quora)
10 Of The Most Stunning And Unique Buildings In The US ...
"The pushing and tugging of heavy forms and open space create a very unique, magical experience." Cunha is the CEO and principal of FC3 Architecture + Design. The Enterprise Centre at the ...
Top 12 buildings to look forward to in 2016 - Dezeen
Highlighting architects and remarkable structures around the globe.
Weird Architecture: Unusual buildings around the world
Taj Mahal, India. The Taj Mahal is regarded as one of the finest examples of Mughal architecture – an amalgamation of Persian, Turkish and Indian styles. Construction on the mausoleum began in 1632 and was completed in 1643. The surrounding buildings and gardens took around five more years to finish.
35 incredible famous buildings to inspire you | Creative Bloq
50 Iconic Buildings Around the World You Need to See Before You Die. Its essence is all around: reflected in the food, the textiles, the dialects, and of course, the architecture. Each destination's local flair infuses itself into landmarks that have stood the test of time and serve to teach us about the past (and make for a great travel 'gram, too).
49 Best Strange and unique buildings around the world ...
There are many buildings around the around the world that are outrageously unique and uncommon in their design. From hotels hanging off the cliff to an office designed like a picnic basket to mirrored cubic rooms to lotus temple, we bring you some of the most unusual buildings around the world.
The 16 Best Architecture Projects of the 21st Century (So Far)
Here is a collection of oddities, actually of strange-looking buildings around the world. Some of these buildings were made in a certain shape because their owner wanted to link it to their occupation, for example a building that looks like a huge picnic basket is the headquarters of a company producing … well, picnic baskets and so on.
Top 5 Weirdest Buildings Architecture in the World ...
European architecture is definitely the most diverse in terms of architectural styles which were changing over the centuries. From ancient Roman architecture to modern and futuristic-looking buildings, all those works are definitely worth of admiration.For our list, we have selected top 15 most interesting buildings which comprise both old and modern pieces of architecture which include ...
21 Of The Strangest And Most Unique Buildings From Around ...
Found in Brussels, this unique structure stands around 335 feet tall. The stainless steel spheres are around 60 feet in diameter.
17 Best Unusual structures from around the world images ...
The Buildings are the world’s most famous buildings which inspire to be iconic structures. Here is a sneak peak into pictures of iconic and unique architectural buildings around the world. The Lloyd’s Building (London) Longaberger’s Basket Building (Newark, Ohio) Guggenheim Museum (Bilbao, Spain) Basque Health Department Building (Bilbao, Spain)

2016 Architecture Unusual Buildings Around
The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (San Francisco, Calif.) Norwegian architecture firm Snøhetta’s new design expands upon the 225,000-square-foot building that was originally designed by Mario Botta. This recent iteration of SFMOMA will create 45,000 square feet of free public access to the ground-floor galleries.
Five Unusual Structures Coming in 2016
Today, innovative building techniques plus new materials and ways of thinking give us almost unlimited potential when it comes to this art form. Mixing old and new, natural and modern, the following 25 mind-blowing buildings from around the world might make your head spin and your jaw drop. Indira Gandhi Planetarium, India
World's MOST Unusual Buildings
The 2016 Carbuncle Cup winner is just the beginning. For that reason, Building Design, a British architecture website, awards the Carbuncle Cup – an honor bestowed upon the worst building of the year. This year, the site derided Lincoln Plaza, a 31-story luxury residential building in London, going so far as to say that it's "a putrid,...
25 Insanely Unique and Mind-Blowing Buildings Around the World
Feb 19, 2012 - Explore texasgal6942's board "Unusual structures from around the world", followed by 133 people on Pinterest. See more ideas about World, Around the worlds and Unusual buildings.
9 Unusual Buildings Around the World - Makaan.com
Weird Architecture: Unusual buildings around the world Please leave your comments or feel free to discuss in the comments section. Your feedback will be appreciated. Thanks for watching!! Like ...
15 Unusual Buildings Around The World - Homedit
Architecture Dezeen's architecture editor Amy Frearson looks ahead to the buildings we can expect in 2016, including an art museum set in the caves of an artificial island, a holiday home in the...
World’s 20 Most Unique Architectural and Innovative Buildings
Jul 28, 2017 - Explore driftingintime's board "Strange and unique buildings around the world" on Pinterest. See more ideas about Unique buildings, Unusual buildings and Amazing architecture.
10 Ugliest Buildings In The World - Weird Architecture
The next weirdest or unusual architecture buildings was found in Sopot, Poland. The name of this building is Krzywy Domek which its looks like the large office building. If you see the detail of the building, you will feel that the building contains any magic power because of its unusual and unique architecture.
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